What are yankezz™
Zipper Grabbers?

DID your zipper pull break or fall off?
Would you like to be able to operate
zippers on clothing and other personal
items with less difficulty?
If your answer is yes then yankezz™
are what you have been looking for...

The yankezz™ Repair
System is simply the
world’s best and easiest
way to quickly provide an
easy to grab extension on
hard to use zippers or to
replace damaged and
missing zipper pulls.
yankezz™ have been
used for many years by
professional luggage and
shoe repair shops, tailors,
airlines, manufacturers,
sportsman and other.
So quit trying to make do
with zippers that are too
small to use easily, broken
or missing.
Use yankezz™ on
apparel, purses, luggage,
golf bags, fishing vests,
etc.... You name it!
Keep a couple of packs
handy you will be glad you
did!

yankezz™ Zipper
Grabbers are the missing
link in zippers. They are
zipper pull extenders that
were developed because
there was a need to make
the motion of grasping and
using zippers easier.

Installation is
easy as 1,2,3...
1.

2.

How do they attach to
my zipper?
yankezz™ are easy to
install: you simply push
them on the correct size
zipper (see chart) until they
lock it’s that simple!

What size should I
buy?
Although the
outside size of both
Large and Small
yankezz™ are the
same they are different
inside.
Use the size chart
below to see what size
you need. Try some of
each size, they are
always handy and your
friends will thank you if
you have extras!

Large

How durable are
yankezz™ and what are
they made of?

3.

They are made from a
soft rubber-like material that
makes them easy to grab
and were engineered to
stay fastened even in
extreme conditions.

Where can I use
yankezz™ Zipper
Grabbers?
They are perfect for
anything that has zippers...
Use them on: jackets, kid’s
clothes, luggage, fanny
packs, bike bags, camera
bags, fishing vests,
briefcases, cosmetic
bags...anywhere you have
a zipper that’s hard to use!

Small

